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ABSTRACT

Automatic software repair represents a significant development in

software engineering, promising considerable potential change to

the working procedures and practices of software engineers. Tech-

nical advances have been the focus of many recent publications.

However, there has not been an equivalent growth of studies of hu-

man factors within automatic software repair. This position paper

presents the case for increased research in this area and suggests

three key focuses and approaches for a future research agenda. All

three of these enable industry-based software engineers not just to

provide feedback on automatic software repair tools but to partici-

pate in shaping these technologies so that they meet developer and

industry needs.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering→ Software development tech-

niques; • Human-centered computing → Human computer

interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Automatic software repair (ASR) responds to what has been de-

scribed as ‘a pressing need for automatic techniques to supplement

manual software development with inexpensive tools’ [4]. There

has been a rapid growth of technical innovation in this area, mo-

tivated by a desire to reduce the temporal and financial resources

involved in practices, such as manual testing and debugging.

Despite the growing domain of ASR, there has been very little

focus on the human factors or aspects in this field. However, within

software engineering more generally, there is increasing recogni-

tion of the need to study human factors in order to fully understand

software engineering practices. Recent work has considered, for

example, such topics as motivation [1], software engineers’ values

[8], and key software engineering skills [5]. Central to such work is

the notion that software engineering is never just about technical

decisions, but is an inherently human activity, involving complex

interactions of the human and the technical.

Whilst somework onASRmentions potential developer attitudes

[2] [4], there have been very few empirical studies of human factors

in this domain. There are, however, a small number of empirical

studies in the closely related field of automated testing [3] [7]. From

a consideration of such work, this position paper suggests three

important directions for future research.

2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH

Beyond Usability: The existing research highlights what software

developers and testers consider to be the advantages and disadvan-

tages of automated testing but is limited to a focus on the usability

of automated testing [3]. Similar concerns are demonstrated in the

ASR literature, such as whether developers can understand fixes

[2] [4].

This is an important research focus, but there are also other

components that a study of human factors in ASR should consider.

One key research question, for example, might be how ASR tools

impact upon developer and tester job satisfaction. The adoption of

new tools will often displace certain tasks and work patterns and

lead to the development of new ones. ASR, for example, may reduce

the need for manual debugging while yielding patches that need to

be validated and that the developer may need to maintain. This is
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likely to have implications for software professionals’ perceptions of

their work life and their job satisfaction. To fully consider developer

attitudes to ASR, it is therefore important that a broad range of

themes are considered, not just usability.

An openness to considerations beyond usability also indicates

a broader conceptual shift. This is marked by a move away from

merely eliciting feedback from software professionals to an ap-

proach that is more responsive to software developers’ needs, open-

ing space for increased dialogue and iteration of tools.

This is important given that some recent work has cautioned

against paying too much attention to developer attitudes. Mon-

perrus [6], for example, contends that ‘we should not be afraid of

alien ways of writing code’ and also critiques evaluative studies of

ASR tools for their reliance on developers’ perceptions of solutions

that ‘look good’. Whilst ASR may well produce unfamiliar-looking

fixes or patches that will ultimately require a process of developer

adaptation, it is of vital importance that developers’ concerns and

priorities are not disregarded. Studies of software developers’ per-

ceptions and attitudes should have the openness to support software

developers in shaping ASR tools; such studies shouldn’t aspire sim-

ply to evaluation, or to persuading developers of the tools’ efficacy.

As an example, developers’ suggestions might be used to shape

how patches are presented to the developer.

Longitudinal Studies: Most empirical studies in the area of

automated testing consider attitudes to such tools at a fixed point in

time. Whilst these studies are still valuable and provide significant

insights, there are limitations, and studies of human factors in ASR

should be aware of this. More longitudinal studies could offer real

benefit in providing insight into how attitudes might change over

time. This could include studying attitudes at three key stages: prior

to the introduction of a particular ASR tool; during the early use of a

tool; and several months later. This could enable research into how

concerns expressed by developers at the beginning might either

diminish, continue or increase over the following two stages.

A longitudinal research approach also offers greater possibility

for software professionals to interact more with the developers

and designers of ASR tools. This allows industry-based software

engineers to potentially feed into the process and shape the develop-

ment of these tools. Through deeper and longer-term engagement

with industry, academics can iterate to produce ASR tools that more

fully serve the needs of developers, rather than such tools being

seen as externally imposed.

Diversity of Appropriate Social Research Methods: Most

empirical studies in automated testing have used surveys and inter-

views. Alongside such methods, the study of human factors in ASR

calls for others, such as focus groups and ethnographic research.

This requires appropriate expertise in qualitative methods.

Ethnographic research in particular has the potential to yield key

insight into how tools are used in situ and also how they might be

discussed in more informal work contexts. Given that software en-

gineering is rarely a solo activity, focus groups offer an opportunity

to consider the group dynamics at work, including social norms and

conventions that may shape individual attitudes and perceptions of

ASR tools. Reception of new tools does not occur in a vacuum, but

is likely to be influenced by many aspects of workplace culture.

There is also space for the kind of research methods rarely used

in empirical studies of human factors in software engineering. For

example, facilitated workshops using design thinking techniques

could be an effective way to engage developers around a specific

ASR tool and gain their input. Again, this helps to position the

research encounter in amore dialogical way, rather than positioning

industry-based engineers as more passive providers of feedback.

3 OBSTACLES TO CONDUCTING USER
STUDIES

The main barrier to conducting thorough user studies in the way

that has been described here is the fact that gaining access to indus-

try can be difficult. When access to industry is achieved, it may also

be challenging to persuade key stakeholders that it is worthwhile

for employees to spend their time interacting with researchers.

The directions presented here intend to combat some of these

difficulties. In particular, longitudinal studies enable the building

of trust and relationships. Additionally, a more developer-centered

approach yields clearer potential benefit to industry partners.

4 CONCLUSION

The rapid technical advances in the field of ASR promise significant

changes to the practice of software engineering. This rise should be

accompanied by a focus on the human elements of this picture. This

position paper has argued for the need for studies of human factors

in ASR that move beyond a focus on usability, are longitudinal,

and use a variety of social research methods. All of these could

contribute to a more developer-centered approach that pays greater

attention to developer attitudes and perceptions and also allows

software professionals to be involved in shaping ASR tools and

techniques so that they are more fitting to industry needs.
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